The pig as a model for investigating the role of neutrophil serine proteases in human inflammatory lung diseases
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The serine proteases released by activated polymorphonuclear neutrophils [NSPs (neutrophil serine proteases)] contribute to a variety of inflammatory lung diseases, including CF (cystic fibrosis). They are therefore key targets for the development of efficient inhibitors. Although rodent models have contributed to our understanding of several diseases, we have previously shown that they are not appropriate for testing anti-NSP therapeutic strategies [Kalupov, Brillard-Bourdet, Dade, Serrano, Wartelle, Guyot, Juliano, Moreau, Belaaouaj and Gauthier (2009) J. Biol. Chem. 284, 34084–34091]. Thus NSPs must be characterized in an animal model that is much more likely to predict how therapies will act in humans in order to develop protease inhibitors as drugs. The recently developed CFTR−/− (CFTR is CF transmembrane conductance regulator) pig model is a promising alternative to the mouse model of CF [Rogers, Stoltz, Meyerholz, Ostedgaard, Rokhlina, Taft, Rogan, Pizzulo, Karp, Itani et al. (2008) Science 321, 1837–1841]. We have isolated blood neutrophils from healthy pigs and determined their responses to the bacterial pathogens Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus, and the biochemical properties of their NSPs. We used confocal microscopy and antibodies directed against their human homologues to show that the three NSPs (elastase, protease 3 and cathepsin G) are enzymatically active and present on the surface of triggered neutrophils and NETs (neutrophil extracellular traps). All of the porcine NSPs are effectively inhibited by human NSP inhibitors. We conclude that there is a close functional resemblance between porcine and human NSPs. The pig is therefore a suitable animal model for testing new NSP inhibitors as anti-inflammatory agents in neutrophil-associated diseases such as CF.
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INTRODUCTION

PMNs (polymorphonuclear neutrophils) or neutrophils are the main acute innately specialized phagocytes that are recruited early to inflammatory sites to provide a first line of defence against bacteria and fungi. They kill pathogens both intracellularly and extracellularly through oxidative and proteolytic pathways and via antimicrobial peptides and proteins [1,2]. Neutrophils also kill pathogens through the active release of NETs (neutrophil extracellular traps), fibrous structures composed of chromatin fibres covered with granular and cytoplasmic proteins [3,4].

Neutrophils are also potent inflammatory cells that cause massive damage to host tissues once they are activated. They secrete huge quantities of NSPs (neutrophil serine proteases), NE (neutrophil elastase), Pr3 (protease 3) and cat G (cathepsin G), that overwhelm the endogenous antiproteases, resulting in the uncontrolled proteolysis observed in emphysema, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and CF (cystic fibrosis) [5–7]. Strategies have been developed to restore the protease–antiprotease balance using exogenous protease inhibitors [6,8], but the results of clinical trials have not yet been convincing [6]. This could be explained, in part, by the impaired access of therapeutic inhibitors to cationic target proteases when they are bound to DNA and other anionic compounds in bronchial secretions [9]. NETs contain much of the extracellular DNA in CF secretions and are a reservoir of active NSPs. These enzymes are released by DNase, which increases the proteolytic potential in the extracellular environment [9], but also greatly improves inhibition of NSPs in CF sputum [9]. Thus NETs probably have functions other than that of antimicrobial weapons as initially described [3]. Their putative deleterious role has been emphasized in chronic inflammatory diseases [10,11]. It is essential to know how NETs regulate the activities of extracellular NSPs, especially in CF. But this requires a pertinent animal model that reproduces the clinical features of the disease. CFTR−/− (CFTR is CF transmembrane conductance regulator) animal models have been developed in the mouse (for a review see [12,13]) and the ferret [14], but they do not display all the main features of CF. The CFTR-deficient pigs that have been obtained show all the main clinical features of CF, with intestinal lesions, destruction of the exocrine pancreas, gallbladder abnormalities
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and early focal biliary cirrhosis [15,16]. Unlike mice, CFTR<sup>−/−</sup> pigs spontaneously develop the typical symptoms of CF lung disease, airway inflammation, remodelling, mucus accumulation and bacterial infection [17]. Furthermore, the lungs of pigs and humans have many anatomical, histological, physiological and biochemical features in common [18,19]. But the similarities between the spatiotemporal distributions and activities of porcine NSPs and those of their human homologues and their responses to anti-inflammatory inhibitors directed against human NSPs are not known.

In the present study we have investigated the fate of porcine NSPs and the secretion of NETs by chemically and/or bacterially activated purified porcine neutrophils. We have also measured the proteolytic activities of porcine NSPs in suspensions of NET-containing neutrophils and in the supernatants of neutrophils degranulated with the calcium ionophore A23187. We then compared these results with those obtained with purified human neutrophils in the same experimental conditions. Lastly, we have shown that physiological and chemical inhibitors of human NSPs also inhibit porcine NSPs in the same way.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Materials**

Percoll<sup>TM</sup> was from GE Healthcare. PBS and RPMI 1640 medium were from Invitrogen. The FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) substrates were synthesized by Geneceut. The human proteases NE (EC 3.4.21.37) and cat G (EC 3.4.21.20), and protease inhibitors, α1-Pi (α1-protease inhibitor) and ACT (α1-antichymotrypsin), were from BioCentrum, and human Pr3 (EC 3.4.21.76) was from Athens Research. The recombinant inhibitor EPI-hNE4 was from Debiopharm, and recombinant human SLPI (secretory leucocyte protease inhibitor) was from R&D Systems. The PEM (protein epitope mimetic) cyclic peptide HNE (human NE) inhibitor P0005259 was provided by Dr E. Chevalier (Polyphor Ltd, Allschwil, Switzerland) [20]. The chemical inhibitor of human Pr3, azaporo-3, was prepared as described by Epinette et al. [21]. DNase was from Roche. The low-binding polypropylene 96-well plates were from Corning.

EvaGreen<sup>TM</sup> FluoProbes<sup>®</sup>, DRAQ5<sup>TM</sup> and anti-IgG conjugated to FluoProbes®-488 used for confocal microscopy were from Interchim. Superfrost slides were from CML.

The primary antibodies used for flow cytometry, mouse anti-SWC8 and anti-SWC1 IgMs, were from Biosource, and mouse anti-CD45Ra IgM was from Gentaur. Rabbit anti-mouse IgM–PE (phycoerythrin) was from Biosource. An IgM isotype control was from Dako.

Vivaspin membranes were from Sartorius. The DNA extraction kit was from Stratagene. The ECL (enhanced chemiluminescence) chemiluminescence detection kit was from GE Healthcare. All other reagents were from Sigma–Aldrich.

**Human samples**

Samples of human blood were collected from healthy volunteers at the EFS (Etatississement Français du Sang) of the Centre Hospitalier Régional Universitaire, Tours, France. This research was carried out in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration (2000) of the World Medical Association and was approved by the local Ethical Committee (#2007-R17). Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

**Porcine samples**

Porcine blood was obtained from healthy large white pigs kept at the INRA (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique), Nouzilly, France. The pigs were cared for in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use committee at INRA.

**Isolation of human and porcine blood neutrophils**

Human blood neutrophils were purified as described previously [9]. Blood porcine neutrophils were purified using this protocol with some modifications. Blood was collected over 0.2 % (final concentration) EDTA (pH 8.0), and processed within 1 h of collection. An aliquot of blood (10 ml) was incubated, with shaking, with 40 ml of lysis buffer [0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM potassium bicarbonate and 150 mM ammonium chloride (pH 7.4)] for 15 min at room temperature (22 °C) and then centrifuged at 500 g at 20 °C for 5 min. The resulting pellet was washed with RPMI 1640 medium and a sample was removed for flow cytometric analysis; the remaining cells were suspended in RPMI 1640 medium (2×10<sup>7</sup> cells in 6 ml) and gently layered on to 6 ml of a discontinuous Percoll<sup>TM</sup> density gradient prepared with 1.2 ml layers of the following densities: 1.105, 1.100, 1.093, 1.087 and 1.081 g/ml. After centrifugation at 800 g for 30 min at 20 °C, the neutrophil band sedimented at the interface of the 1.087 and 1.081 g/ml layer, whereas monocytes were found between 1.105 and 1.100 g/ml density. The PMNs were gently recovered and washed with PBS (without calcium or magnesium), suspended in PBS (2×10<sup>6</sup> cells/ml), counted and their viability was determined by Trypan Blue exclusion.

**Flow cytometry**

The white blood cell populations and purified neutrophils were characterized by the specific markers on their surface [22]. Purified cells (10<sup>6</sup> in 400 μl of PBS) were incubated with primary antibody (mouse IgM), diluted 1:50 (anti-SWC8, anti-SWC1, anti-CD45Ra or IgM control), for 30 min at room temperature. Samples were then incubated with an anti-IgM coupled to PE (1:100 dilution) for 1 h. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 500 g for 5 min at 20 °C, suspended in 1 ml of fixative solution [4 % (v/v) formaldehyde and 0.01 % glutaraldehyde] and stored at 4 °C. Before analysis, cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at 20 °C and suspended in PBS. Fixed cells were analysed with a Coulter<sup>®</sup> Epic XL-MCL<sup>TM</sup> flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter); data for at least 10 000 events were recorded.

**Bacterial strains and growth conditions**

One colony of Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PAO1 and one colony of Staphylococcus aureus aureus strain CIP 103-811 isolated on blood agar were grown in brain heart infusion medium overnight at 37 °C without agitation. A sample (50 μl) of the overnight culture was placed in fresh brain heart infusion medium with aeration and agitation and grown to the exponential phase. The bacteria were collected by centrifugation at 10000 g for 10 min at 20 °C, washed twice with PBS and suspended in 5 ml of PBS. The bacteria concentration was determined by measuring the D<sub>600</sub>.

**Neutrophil activation**

Freshly isolated PMNs (10<sup>7</sup> cells in 700 μl) were placed in low-binding microtubes and activated by incubation with 20 μM...
A23187, 5 mM MgCl₂ and 5 mM CaCl₂ for 30 min at 37°C. Cells were also activated by incubation with 500 nM PMA for 1 h at 37°C or with bacteria (P. aeruginosa or S. aureus) at a MOI (multiplicity of infection) of 1:20 for 1 h at room temperature with agitation. Some samples of PMNs were incubated with 100 μg of DNase for 30 min at room temperature with agitation.

**DNA quantification**

Aliquots (3×10⁶ cells) of the suspensions of activated PMNs were transferred into 150 μl of PBS and extracellular DNA was quantified with 5 μl of the non-cell-permeant fluorochrome EvaGreen™ dsDNA (double-stranded DNA) reagent (λ<sub>excitation</sub> = 488 nm and λ<sub>emission</sub> = 520 nm) as described previously [9]. Standard curves were prepared with genomic DNA purified from control blood neutrophils using a DNA extraction kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Measurement of serine protease activities**

The protease activities in suspensions of quiescent and activated PMNs, and in the supernatants of activated PMNs were measured as described in [23] using the FRET substrates previously optimized for human NSPs: Abz-TPFSGQ-EDDnp [Abz is o-aminobenzoic acid and EDDnp is N-(2,4-dinitrophenyl) ethylenediamine] for cat G [24] and Abz-VADCADYQ-EDDnp for Pr3 [25], and that designed for mouse NE, Abz-QPMAVQSVPQ-EDDnp [26].

**Inhibition of porcine proteases by inhibitors of human NSPs**

A23187-activated cells were centrifuged at 2000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was recovered and concentrated 10-fold with a Vivaspin membrane (10 000 Da cut-off). Aliquots of concentrated supernatant (10⁷ cells in 150 μl of PBS) were placed in the wells of microplates and the proteases inhibited with 10⁻⁷ M (final concentration) of physiological inhibitors of HNE and Pr3, α1-Pi, and human cat G, ACT. NSPs were also inhibited with 10⁻⁶ M (final concentration) of reversible recombinant inhibitors (EPI-hNE4 or SLPI) or synthetic inhibitors [10⁻⁶ M (final concentration) P0005259 or 5×10⁻⁵ M (final concentration) azapro-3]. Residual activities on the selective FRET substrates were measured after incubation for 30 min. The remaining free proteases and the serpin–protease complexes were detected by Western blotting as described below.
Preparation of anti-human NSPs antibodies

The HNE, Pr3 and cat G antisera were raised in rabbits as described previously [27] using 16-mer or 17-mer peptides corresponding to position 88–103 (104) of the pro-sequence of each protease (numbering based on the sequence of pro-chymotrypsinogen [28]); IFENGYDPVNLLNDIV for HNE, VFLNNYDAENKLNDVL for Pr3 and AIRHPQYN-QRTIQNDIM for cat G.

Immunoblotting

Aliquots of concentrated supernatant (100 μl corresponding to the degranulation of 1.6×10^6 cells) were incubated with human α-1-Pi or ACT (2.5×10^-6 M) for 30 min at room temperature. Human Pr3, NE and cat G (8×10^-8 M final concentration) incubated under the same experimental conditions were used as controls. Aliquots of the incubation mixtures were subjected to SDS/PAGE (15% gel), transferred on to nitrocellulose membrane, and free proteases and serpin–protease complexes were detected by immunoblotting. The membranes were incubated with the rabbit polyclonal anti-peptide antibodies specific for each human protease [NE (1:400 dilution), Pr3 (1:600 dilution) and cat G (1:400 dilution)], followed by goat anti-rabbit antibody coupled to horseradish peroxidase. Immunoreactivity was visualized by ECL with an ECL detection kit.

SEM (scanning electron microscopy)

Approximately 10^6 purified blood neutrophils were settled on polylysine-coated glass slides. Samples were treated as described previously [9] and cells were examined with a FEG-SEM-ZEISS Ultraplus scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss).

Confocal microscopy

Approximately 3×10^5 cells were seeded on to Superfrost slides and activated as described above or left unstimulated. The cells were fixed by incubation with 4% (v/v) formaldehyde in PBS for 30 min at room temperature and washed three times with PBS. Non-specific binding sites were blocked by incubation with 10% (v/v) normal goat serum and 1% (w/v) BSA in PBS for 1 h. Samples were then incubated overnight at 4°C with PBS containing 5% (v/v) normal goat serum, 1% (w/v) BSA and primary rabbit anti-peptide antibodies specific for each human protease diluted 1:200 (anti-NE and anti-cat G antibodies) or 1:300 (anti-Pr3 antibodies). Bound antibodies were detected by incubation for 2 h with an anti-IgG coupled to FluorProbes®-488 (diluted 1:100) in PBS containing 5% (v/v) normal goat serum and 1% (w/v) BSA. DRAQ5™ (10 μM) was used (30 min incubation) to detect dsDNA. Samples were analysed with an Olympus FV 500 confocal microscope.

Statistical analysis

Data were analysed using non-parametric Mann–Whitney U tests (Minitab.16® software) and differences between groups were considered significant when P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Purification of porcine blood neutrophils

The protocol used to purify pig PMNs was adapted from that used for human PMNs [9] to preserve their NET-secreting capacity [29] and to take into account the higher concentration of erythrocytes in pig blood than in human blood [30]. We purified 6×10^6 to 2×10^7 PMNs from 15 ml of blood with a purity greater than 99%, as checked by flow cytometry SS (side scatter)/FS (forward scatter) analysis (Figures 1A–1D) and using antibodies directed against the positive markers for leucocytes (SWC1) and neutrophils (SWC8) (Figures 1F and 1G) and the negative marker CD45Ra that labels only monocytes and lymphocytes (Figure 1H) [22]. Porcine PMNs were smaller than their human counterparts, but had the same morphology; they were round with a rough surface characteristic of quiescent cells (Figures 1C–1E).

SEM and confocal microscopy of quiescent and activated porcine neutrophils (A) showing DNA (blue) and Pr3 (green), chosen here as a representative NSP. Proteolytic activities as measured by the increase in fluorescence units/s of FRET substrates specific for each NSP in suspensions of 1.5×10^6 /150 μl of pig neutrophils (median ± interquartiles, n=10) and human neutrophils (median ± interquartiles, n=5) (B). * indicate significant (α = 5%) increases over unstimulated cells. FRET substrates were Abz-QPMAVVQSVPQ-EDDnp for NE, Abz-TPFSGQ-EDDnp for cat G and Abz-VADCADYQ-EDDnp for Pr3 [24–26].

Activation of porcine neutrophils by the calcium ionophore A23187

Purified porcine PMNs were treated with the chemical ionophore A23187, as for human PMNs, to induce degranulation and the release of NSPs [31]. NSPs in porcine neutrophil suspensions were immunodetected by confocal microscopy using anti-peptide antibodies raised in the laboratory against human NSPs. Fractions of the secreted proteases remained bound to the external plasma membrane, as for human neutrophils (results not shown) (Figure 2A). We recorded the proteolytic activities in suspensions of activated pig neutrophils using the specific human Pr3 and cat G substrates and the mouse NE substrate (which is also hydrolysed by HNE) previously developed in the laboratory [23–26] (Figure 2B). We ensured that no other class of proteases cleaved the NSP substrates by adding inhibitors of metalloproteases (10 mM EDTA) and cysteine proteases (100 μM E64) to the suspensions of activated cells (results not shown). This suggests that the specificities of pig NSPs are similar to...
those of their human homologues. Activation of PMNs with the calcium ionophore A23187 increased the activity of each protease in the cell suspension 6–10-fold (Figure 2). This is similar to the result obtained with human neutrophils based on measuring the extracellular proteolytic activities in suspensions of pig and human activated and quiescent neutrophils (Figure 2B). We measured the capacity of natural or synthetic inhibitors of the human enzymes to inhibit pig NSPs because the specificity of pig NSPs for peptide substrates is similar to that of their human homologues.

Inhibition of pig NSPs by protease inhibitors targeting their human homologues

We incubated aliquots of supernatant from degranulated pig PMNs (10^7 cells) with α1-Pi, the polyvalent circulating inhibitor of human NSPs, and with ACT, the main physiological inhibitor of cat G. The NE and Pr3 substrates were not cleaved in the presence of α1-Pi, and the cat G substrate was not cleaved when ACT was present (Figure 3A). Our Western blotting studies also showed that human serpins form irreversible complexes with porcine proteases (Figure 3B). This indicates that the mechanism by which pig NSPs are inhibited is the same as that reported for human proteases.

Figure 3 Inhibition of porcine NSPs by human NSP inhibitors

(A) Percentage inhibition of porcine NSPs in supernatants of A23187-activated neutrophil suspensions (10^7 cells in 150 μl) by human α1-Pi (10^-7 M final concentration) and human ACT (10^-7 M final concentration) showing that the specificity of human inhibitors for porcine proteases is the same as that for human NSPs (median ± interquartiles, n = 4). * indicate significant (α = 5 %) inhibition of NSPs. (B) Irreversible complexes formed between human α1-Pi and porcine Pr3 shown by Western blotting in reducing conditions using anti-human Pr3 antibodies (lanes 3 and 4). Human Pr3 and its complex with α1-Pi were used as a control (lanes 1 and 2). The molecular mass in kDa is indicated on the left-hand side. (C) Inhibition of porcine proteases by reversible inhibitors of human NSPs. The specific inhibition of porcine elastase by EPI-hNE4 (10^-6 M final concentration), the preferential inhibition of NE over Pr3 by P0005259 (10^-5 M final concentration), the inhibition of both NE and cat G by SLPI (10^-6 M final concentration) and the specific inhibition of porcine Pr3 by azapro-3 (5 x 10^-7 M final concentration) reproduced the results obtained with human NSPs, indicating the functional resemblance between pig and human NSPs (median ± interquartiles, n = 4). * indicate significant (α = 5 %) inhibition of NSPs.

We confirmed the close functional relationship between the human and pig PMN proteases by testing synthetic or recombinant peptide inhibitors of human NSPs. The HNE-specific inhibitor EPI-hNE4 [32] inhibited cleavage of the NE substrate by the pig neutrophil supernatant (Figure 3C). The PEM cyclic peptide HNE inhibitor P0005259 developed by Polyphor [20] inhibited the cleavage of the NE substrate better than that of the Pr3 substrate (Figure 3C). Incubating the supernatant of pig neutrophils with the specific azapeptidergic inhibitor of human Pr3 azapro-3 [21] resulted in no cleavage of the Pr3 substrate, whereas SLPI inhibited cleavage of the NE and cat G substrates, but not that of the Pr3 substrate, as expected from the known specificity of this inhibitor for human proteases (Figure 3C) [8]. All of these inhibitors had the same specificities for human and pig NSPs.

Binding of active NSPs to NETs

We used PMA or the opportunistic bacteria that infect CF patients, S. aureus and P. aeruginosa [33], to induce purified pig PMNs to secrete NETs, as has been done for human PMNs [9,29]. As expected, our SEM studies showed that PMNs activated with PMA or bacteria secreted NET-like fibrous structures (Figures 4B–4D). These filamentous structures completely disappeared when treated with DNase (Figures 4F–4H), confirming that their backbone was largely made of DNA. SEM also showed that both S. aureus and P. aeruginosa became trapped in the extracellular fibres they had induced (Figures 4C, 4D, 4I and 4J). We then examined the distribution of extracellular proteases in suspensions of NET-producing neutrophils by confocal microscopy using the same antibodies as before. Immunostaining detected proteases at the surface of PMNs activated with PMA or bacteria, and it co-localized with DNA. Figure 5(A) shows a representative immunostain obtained with anti-Pr3 antibodies, but the same result was obtained with all
Figure 5 Characterization of NSPs in porcine NET suspensions

Confocal microscopy showing DNA (blue) and Pr3 (green) in suspensions of PMA- and bacterium-triggered neutrophils (A). Arrows denote the co-localization of Pr3 and chromatin of NETs. (B and C) Quantification of DNA and of proteolytic activities in suspensions of PMA-and bacterium-activated cells before (B) and after (C) DNase treatment (median ± interquartiles, n = 4). * indicate significant (α = 5%) decreases in DNA or increases in protease activity induced by DNase.

three NSPs antibodies. Figure 5(A) also shows that the nuclei of PMNs activated with PMA and bacteria have lost the polylobular structure that is a feature of both A23187-treated and quiescent PMNs (Figures 2A and 5A).

Induction of NET secretion by bacteria produced approximately 50 ng of extracellular DNA per 3×10⁷ pig PMNs (Figure 5B), comparable with the amount produced by human neutrophils triggered in the same way (results not shown). This clearly differs
from the results obtained with the calcium ionophore A23187, which did not induce the release of any NETs (Figures 2A and 5A). The peptidase activities of all three proteases were only slightly increased in the suspensions of NET-containing pig PMNs (Figure 5B). Treatment of bacteria-activated cells with DNase increased their activities dramatically, indicating that NETs strongly impair access to the active sites of proteases (Figure 5C). However, DNase treatment of PMA-activated cells produced no increase in protease activity (Figure 5C).

**DISCUSSION**

A major feature of human neutrophil inflammatory lung diseases is the secretion by activated neutrophils of large amounts of proteases whose activities are no longer controlled by endogenous protease inhibitors and thus contribute to the chronicity of the inflammation [5–7]. The NSPs secreted into the extracellular space become distributed between a soluble fraction of free proteases and an insoluble fraction of membrane- and NET-bound proteases [3,9,31,34–37]. This distribution of NSPs in the extracellular environment may compromise their activity and regulation. We have previously shown that natural inhibitors of human NSPs control the activities of membrane-bound proteases secreted by activated PMNs as well as those of soluble proteases [31,36]. However, their inhibition may be strongly impaired when they are bound to anionic macromolecules in lung secretions, and especially to the DNA of NETs [9,38–41]. However, our understanding of how NETs contribute to the development of CF-associated proteolytic lesions and the decline of lung function in CF has been hampered, until recently, by the lack of an animal model that reproduces all of the features of the human disease. CF TR−/− mice do not develop the main features of human CF airways [13,42] and the substrate specificity of their NSPs differs, in part, from that of their human homologues [26]. This means that they cannot be efficiently targeted by therapeutic anti-inflammatory agents raised to control the activities of human NSPs.

**CFTR−/− pigs** have recently been obtained that develop all of the main features of human CF, especially in the lungs [17]. The anatomy of the pig lung is also closer to that of humans than is the lung of rodents [18]. This could make the pig an appropriate model for testing drugs raised to combat the chronic inflammation that occurs in CF and possibly other lung inflammatory or infectious diseases. However, it is essential to show that the NSPs of the pig model have physicochemical properties and substrate specificities similar to those of their human counterparts. We have shown that pig neutrophils release NETs in response to *P. aeruginosa* and *S. aureus* in the same way as human neutrophils, and that pig NSPs are associated with these NETs. Pig NSPs are recognized by anti-human NSP antibodies developed against linear surface peptides, the sequences of which are largely conserved between the two species. More importantly, the selective FRET substrates of human NSPs are also hydrolysed by porcine NSPs, indicating that the proteases of the two species are functionally similar. Thus, therapeutic inhibitors developed to target the active sites of human NSPs may be tested in the pig model. Human α1-PI inhibits both pig elastase and pig Pr3, whereas human ACT inhibits pig cat G. The low-molecular-mass human elastase inhibitors EPI-Hn4E and cyclic PEM P0005259 also inhibit pig elastase. The human Pr3 azapeptide inhibitor azapro-3 [21] selectively targets pig Pr3 in the supernatant of an activated pig neutrophil suspension. Conversely, pig serpin B1 [LNPI (leucocyte neutral proteinase inhibitor)] irreversibly inhibits both porcine and human elastase [43]. Nevertheless, extrapolation of results obtained with the pig model to humans must be done with caution because porcine PMNs are less sensitive to activation with A23187 or PMA than are human PMNs, and the PMNs of different breeds of pig might have different features [44]. However, the overall properties of pig neutrophil proteases are similar enough to those of their human homologues for this species to be a pertinent model for testing drugs targeting NSP active sites. This indicates that the transgenic CFTR−/− pig [15,16] is suitable for evaluating new anti-protease strategies aimed at controlling the lung damage that occurs in CF and related neutrophil-dependent lung inflammatory diseases.
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